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Summary
Sentinel Rock is located in Westmore, northem Vermont. It is a big ' glacial boulder',
which tums out to be a monument of the Megalithic Culture ofNew England. It teIls the
well-kown story ofthe discovery of America in the Fourth and Fifth Dynasties ofEgypt
(c.2500 BC). It bears a large petroglyph of a Comet, and it turns out to be situated dose
to an ancient crater having a diameter of 17 km . So, it also teils the story of the Biblical
Flood, which occurred at the start ofthe Sixth Dynasty (c.2344 BC). It was caused by a
Comet Catastrophe, at which more than half of the world population perished (2.6 mil
lion men). Nearby Lake Willoughby symbolizes this Comet. Ihe monument dates from
the Iwelfth Dynasty (Middle Kingdom), c.1900 Be.
Introduction
Sentinel Rock State Park is located in the village ofWestmore, Orleans County, in the
north of Vermont, USA. Previously, it was a 387 acre portion of Sentinel Rock Farm.
Ihis portion was donated to the State of Vermont in 1997 by Mr. Windsor Wright,
whose family had owned this property since the 1940's. Ihe Park is situated close to
the Canadian border, about 140 km southeast of the city of Montreal, Canada. Ihe
shortest distance to the Ocean is southeast, to the town of Portland, Maine, at about
190 km. (Refs.1-4)
Sentinel Rock is a huge glacial boulder in the center of the Park, situated at an elevati
on of about 620 meters above sealevel. Although not exactly known it appears to be
wedge-shaped (wide at the base), and about 3 meters high. On top ofthe front side the
Rock bears a large petroglyph (Figs.1&2) . Ihis front side faces the northem portion of
Lake Willoughby, about 270 meters lower in the valley. Ihis roughly north-south ori
ented Lake has a length of c.8 km, and an average width of about 1 km.

Fig.1 Sentinel Rock in Westmore, Vermont, USA, is a monument ofthe Megalithic
Culture for the Egyptian discovery of America and the Biblical Flood (c. 1900 BC,
Courtesy A. Sanborn, Ref.4).
Egyptian Discovery of America
Sentinel Rock is located elose to the Canadian border. This rectilinear border runs
from Stuartstown, Vermont, in the east, to Comwall, Canada, in the west, over a dis
tance of 250 km. It coincides with the 45th latitude line, actually the only piece of the
US border at this particular latitude. This border, at 40+5= 45°N, might be in honor of
the 5th king Menkaure (Mycerinos, c.2580-2562 BC) ofthe Fourth Dynasty, who dis
covered the Americas, and Sentinel Rock might be a monument ofthe worldwide Me
galithic Culture in honor ofthis Egyptian king! (Refs.5-9)
Menkaure discovered America at the southem A1eutian islands, at the south side of the
Bering Sea, at 90-40= 50 0 N. In antiquity, the use of complementary latitudes was very
common, and latitudes were already used c.4700 Be. For the megalith builders the
Arctic Cirele, at 67°N, was a holy line. It is the northernmost line where the Sun still
shines at midwinter day. King Menkaure retumed via the Bering Strait. Sentinel Rock
encodes its latitude, one degree lower, at 67-1 = 66°N. This easy crossing is 66-50= 16°
above the southem A1eutian islands.
The 50th latitude line, just mentioned, refers to the Fifth Dynasty, when the Atlantic
crossings were discovered. The Cape Verde Islands are located offs hore West Africa,
at 16°N. The Nile Delta in Egypt is located at 300 N . It encodes the sailing direction of
the Southern Crossing from these islands, with the wind and the current, 30° SSW. The
sailing distance equals 2 Egyptian Moiras, or 20°. It refers to the 2nd king Sahure
(c.251 0-2498 BC), who discovered this crossing. The point of arrival is Cape Säo Rock
(the holy Rock), Brazil, at 50 S, confirming the Fifth Dynasty.

The 2nd king Sahure returned from Cape Race, Newfoundland, 2° above Sentinel
Rock, at 45+2= 47°N, The (initial) sailing direction is 20° ESE, and the sailing distan
ce is 2 Moiras, or 20°, again. He sailed, with the wind and the current, to the two is
lands of the West Azores, at 39°N. He then sailed to the five islands of the Central
Azores, confirming the Fifth Dynasty. Sentinel Rock encodes its latitude, one degree
lower, at 39-1= 38°N. He also sailed to Sta Maria, East Azores, one degree lower, at
38-1 = 37°N. This island is located two degrees below the West Azares, at 39-2= 37°N,
confirming the 2nd king Sahure, who discovered the two southern crossings ofthe At
lantic.
The Nile Delta, at 30 0 N, encodes the 3rd king Neferirkare (c.2498-2478 BC), who dis
covered the northern crossing from the Shetland Islands, via the south cape of Green
land, to Cape Chidley, Canada, at the complementary latitude of90-30= 60 0 N . So, the
3rd king Neferirkare discovered the third, northern crossing ofthe Atlantic.
The Nile Delta encodes Abaco Island, northern Bahama's, 3° below it, at 30-3= 27°N.
The Delta also refers to the three island groups of the Azores, consisting of nine is
lands. These encode the island of Bermuda, 9° above the holy Tropic of Cancer, at
23+9= 32°N. So, the 9th and last king Unas (c.2403-2370 BC) discovered the return
route, with the wind and the current, from Abaco Island, via Bermuda, to the nine is
lands ofthe Azores. The long sailing distance is about 3 Moiras, or 30°. (Refs.l0-14)

Ern;e Clifford and JOII and Nancy Salesky in front 01 Se"t;l1el
Rock in Westmore. Note the cur;olls eye-like feature above Nancy.
1/ looks Ollt at an amaz;ng view ofLake Wil/ollgby.
Fig.2 Representatives ofNEARA (New England Antiquities Research Association) in
front of Sentinel Rock (northern Vermont, c.1900 BC, Courtesy L. Gannon, Ref.2).

Biblical Flood
Note, that nearby Lake WiHoughby has the approximate
ofa
(Fig.3).
bended, northern part appears to symbolize the Head of the Comet, and the southern,
straight part appears to be its TaU. The Lake eontains a lot water, and the bottom of
the Lake eonsists of stone. It is well-known, that (dangerous) eomets usually eonsist of
water and stone.

The
situation appears to
to a huge Comet Catastrophe, which happen
(tree ring dating).
ed shortly after the
discovery of America, c.2344
Comet which caused this
was carved on top
Stone
glyph of
1&2). The Head of the
is shown at the
side, and its Tail at the left
(Refs.6-8, 15, 17)
Casualties
Sentinel Rock is located at 45°N. So, the distance from Sentinel Rock to the northern
part the Lake (the Head ofthe Comet) may
determined
a line pointing °
SW, finishing at its eastern shore. This distanee turns out to be 2.9 km, or 2.9111
0.026
0.026°. The length ofthe Lake is c.7.7 km, or 7.7/11
0.07°. These di
mensions appear to indicate a worldwide Comet Catastrophe happened with
mil
lion casualties (a number of7 figures).
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(a number of7 figu
res). The distance southwest to Crystal Lake is 11 km, or O. 1
0.1 0,
their geographie unh length.
Due east Sentinel Rock is a large, ancient
between Brighton Island Pond and
Potash Mountain, having a diameter ofabout 17 km (Fig.4). The
ofthis erater
strongly supports this Comet theory. The distance from Sentinel Rock to Potash Moun
tain, at the other side ofthe rim, is
km, or 0.26 moiras= 0.26°, confirming the
2.6 million victims of
Comet Catastrophe.
inside radius ofthe eireular crater is
c.7.8 km, or 0.07°, confirming the 7
ofthis number.
72°
of
London
Sentinel Roek is loeated at a longetude
The megalith builders did not use longetudes, but the cardinal directions were known
to them.
meridian, or north-south
the south eoast of Baffin Island, at
island of Bimini, offshore Florida, at the complementary latitude
90
eonfirms the
million casualties.
The
pomtmg
NE from Sentinel Rock, which was used earlier, hits
northern
part of the island of Antieosti, Canada, in the middle of the Gulf of Saint Lawrence.
This island
the shape of a Comet.
distance from the Roek to this island is
c.820 km, or 7 moiras= 7°, eonfirming the millions of casualties (a number of 7
figures).
line
the south coast ofLabrador, at SooN, which shows
Fifth
Dynasty was ended because ofthis Disaster.
The meridian
l2°N. The (Central)

hits the north eoast of Colombia, South America, at
the middle of the Oeean, at 38°N, are loeated

26° higher, confirming the 2.6 million casualties. This archipelago is situated 45-38=
7° below Sentinel Ro~k, confirming the 7 figures ofthis number, again. The whole ar
chipelago has the shape of a Comet. The central group consists of five islands, which
confirm the Fifth Dynasty was ended because ofthis Calamity. (Refs.15-34)
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Fig.3 Local terrain map of Sentinel Rock and Lake Willoughby (having a length of 8
km), in northem Vermont, USA (Note also Long Pond in the west, Google Earth)
Duration

The Nile Delta, at 30 0 N, encodes the 30 days ofthe month. Sentinel Rock is located at
44 .8°N, which is exactly 0.2° below the 45th latitude line. It indicates the Comet Cata
strophe was a two-stage event, having a total duration of 2+2= 4 months. The short
distance from Sentinel Rock to Long Pond, due south of the Rock and east of Lake
Willoughby, equals 4.2 km, or 0.04°, illustrating the total duration of 4 months. This
pond has the shape of a Comet, again.
The meridian of the Rock crosses Hudson Strait, between Dungava Peninsula and
Baffin Island, over a length of 64-62= 2°, confirming part of it. The line pointing 45 °
NE, used earlier, leaves the north coast of Gaspe Peninsula, 49-45= 4° above Sentinel
Rock, and hits the island of Anticosti having a length of 2.0 moiras, confirming it,
agam.

The 2nd
Sahure discovered
Newfoundland,
abuve
Rock, at
47°N,
was a
of the
Dynasty, which confirms this dynasty was ended
of
event.
below the Rock, at
to Cape
The south point of Nova Scotia,
47°N. Cape
is
Race, Newfoundland, at the complementary latitude of
located
the south point ofNova Scotia, confirming the total duration
of
4 months.
After a sailing distance of 2 Moiras the 2nd
Sahure arrived at the two islands of
West
at
(c.400N), which confirms it, again.
islands are located
below Sentinel Rock, which illustrates the Comet Catastrophe happened at
the start of the
Dynasty. Sentinel
itself shows it happened during the reign
of
first king Teti (c.2370-2338 BC), which is correct. It also shows the periodicity
of this dangerous Comet (or Comet Swarm) was about 600 years. The three island
ofthis number. (Refs.28,34)
groups ofthe Azores refer to the 3
2nd king Sahure also sailed to the two islands of the
Azores, 2° below
Maria
Azores) is located 45
West
The island of
8° below Sentinel Rock, which indicates the total precipitation during the Biblical
8°, he
Flood, c.8 micromoiras (see below). After a sailing distance of 8
arrived at the two islands of Madeira, confirming it.
The meridian of Sentinel Rock hits the north coast
Haiti (Hispaniola), at 20 oN,
below North Caicos, and 2° above its south coast, suggesting the Biblical Flood was a
4 months. The same line passes through
two-stage event, with a total duration of
York,
below the Rock, at 41°N (c.400N), con
the tip of Long Island,
firming it, twice. (Refs. 6-8,15-34)
Finally, the meridian hits
north coast of Colombia, South America, at l2°N. It
confirms the total duration ofthe event was
c.120 days. However, this Une also
touches the west coast of the Gulf of Venuzuela, at 11
and Lake Maracaibo, at
10oN. So, a more accurate time period is provided by the average latitude, at c.1 ]oN,
which points to a total duration of c.] ] 0 days. (Ref. 7)

FigA Local terrain map of Sentinel Rock and Lake Willoughby (having a length of 8
km) in the east, and the ancient crater between Brighton Island Pond and Potash Moun
tain in the west (northern Vermont, USA) . (Google Earth)

Survivors
The Tropic of Cancer touches the north coast of Cuba, at 23 oN . On midsummer day,
the Sun is there at right angles above. The slow northerly movement of the Sun turns
into a southerly movement. So, people believe in the Egyptian SunGod Ra. Far in the
east, this line crosses the River Nile at this latitude. It is the center of the Southern
Egyptian Empire, but also the center of the Sun religion. This holy line is situated 45
23 = 22° below Sentinel Rock, Vermont, encoding the number of survivors of the
Flood, 2.2 million men. The Nile Delta, at 30 0 N, is located 30-23= 7° above it, refer
ring to the 7 figures ofthis number.
The meridian of Sentinel Rock hits the island of North Caicos, Bahama' s, at 22°N,
confirming it. The Rock itself confirms the latitude, one degree below the Tropic of
Cancer, at 23-1= 22°N. The total world population before the Flood was 2.2+2.6= 4.8
million men. The line at a direction of 45° NE from the Rock runs to the east end of
Chaleur Bay, New Brunswick, at 48°N. It conflfms the total population on Earth be
fore the Comet Catastrophe, 4.8 million men. It is also the latitude ofthe West Cape of
North America, at Newfoundland. The "relative latitude" of this important Cape
confirms the number ofvictims, (48/90)x4.8= 2.6 million casualties.
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The mentioned line at
points to
at
Sentinel
encodes
mainland North America, one degree above it, at
Cape S1. CharIes, the West Cape
54°N, It confirms the
victims, 54%, The Rock also encodes the
above the
at
46°N,
latitude of Cape Breton, Cape Breton Island, one
It confirms the
of survivors, 100-54= 46%.
of the US, and the
of Gibraltar,
Both Cape Hatteras, the west
Mediterranean, are located at the complementary latitude
corresponds to the circumference
planet
first circumnavigated
Earth (c,2504
reason why
number of monuments
tastrophe occurred (c,2344 BC). It 1S
15-34)
brating the earIy discovery of America, is limited.
The holy Arctic Circle, at
above Sentinel Rock, which
confirms the
million
67-60=
above Cape Farvel, the
south
Greenland,
this number. In antiquity,
land was the traditional symbol of the
of a
because it consists of a huge
North Atlantic Ocean was the symbol
the Tail of a
amount of stone and
Comet, beeause it eontains a enormous amount ofwater.
Sixth Dynasty
Cape Farvel, the south cape ofGreenland, is located at 60 0 N. It eneodes the start ofthe
Sixth Dynasty, when the
Catastrophe
It corresponds to the duration of
the two stages, beeause each
these lasted 60 days, It also corresponds to
(the Nile Delta, at
periodicity ofthis dangerous Comet, about 600
confirms
3 figures), The SW
of Greenland is loeated one
60+ I = 61°N. It shows
Catastrophe happened during the reign of the Ist
Flood is c.2344
BC) of this Dynasty. The eorrect date of
ring dating), which is during his government, indeed.

The (Central) Azores are located 60-38=
below Cape Farvel, confirming the 2.2
below this archipelago,
million survivors. The island of Bermuda is located 3
and the periodicity,
confirming the Sixth Dynasty, the duration of
(e.2403-2370 BC) of
This island was diseovered during the reign ofthe last
the
was ended
of this
islands of Madeira
below
Central Azores, eonfirming this Fifth
The
latitude of Madeira, at
eonfirms the 33
of reign of king U nas. This
1S situated
above Bermuda, encoding the 1st king Tetl of the Sixth Dyasty,
who reigned at the time ofthe Flood (e.2344 BC).
ofthe aneient erater due east of it, 1S 8.9
The distanee from Sentinel Rock to the
km, or 0.08° (FigA). It eneodes the total precipitation during
Flood of
80
micromoiras= 80xO.l
8.8, or 9 meters ofwater (during e.110 days). The external ra
it. The shortest distance to Sey
dius ofthe crater is also 8.9 km, or 0,08°,
from
to
mour
equals 9.3
or 0.08°, also
Lake Champlain in the west equals 88
line from Sentinel Rock at 45°
points to Cape Bluff, Labrador, at
This
cape 1S located
8° above the Rock, confirming it. FinaUy, the complementary
latitude of the north coast of Colombia, South America, 1S 90-1
confirming

the 79x0.1
c.9 meters of water.
precipitation during the
Flood
entire
the
(c.2344 BC). It corres
was 9 meters wate:- on
(or 130
ponds to an
ball with a volume of 5.106 km3, having a diameter of 200
This dirty lce ball, with stones, ended all ancient
on Earth,
including the Old Kingdom ofEgyp1. (Refs.6-8,1

Date
Most monuments the Comet Catastrophe at the start ofthe Sixth Dynasty were erec
ted immediately
this event, which is during
dynasty.
some of these
dates from
were later
for instance in the Middle Kingdom. It is for sure the
after c.2500 BC, when America was
via the Atlantic for
first time. It also
dates after the discovery ofBermuda (c.2387 BC), of course. However, it is also highly
probable that the
from before c.1200 BC, when the trade contacts between
America and Europe almost ceased to
the intermediate time period (c.2500
1200 BC) America was a colony
(Atlantis). (Refs.6-8,1
In general, late megalithic sites were dated by the megalith builders using an
of the Egyptian Dynasty involved. Sentinel Rock is located slightly more than 10 Moi
ras, or 100°, west ofthe Nile Delta (measured along the equator), and the Rock has a
height (length and width) of about two human bodies. So, my first guess is a constuc
tion date during
1
12th Dynasty (c.2007-1
BC, Middle Kingdom). It was a
strong Dynasty, the trade with America had a big volume, and the kings during this ti
monuments referring to the Old Kingdom.
me period were very active in
ever, this (approximate) date has to be confirmed.
Breton Island, one
Sentinel Rock clearly encodes Cape
1 east of
46°N.
cape Is located
degree above the
at
Rock, confirming its construction date in the 12th
The shortest
to
the
River, near the confluence with the Ottawa
at Montreal, Cana
1.2°, confirming i1.
da, is 134 km, or 1.2
Ul"'C<llllv"-'

mouth of the Mississippi River, at 29°N, is located 120° west of the capital in the
Fayum, Egypt, at this latitude, which was the seat ofthe kings ofthe Twelfth Dynasty.
Abaco Island, weIl indicated by the monument, Is located 12 moiras, or
, east ofthe
mouth of the Mississippi, confirming the construction date of Sentinel Rock in
12th
Dynasty. The sailing distance from Abaco Island to Bermuda is 12 moiras, or 1 ,
confirming
Finally,

meridian
Sentinel Rock hits the north coast of Colombia, South
at l2°N, confirming i1. This Hne also touches
SW coast of the Gulf
23-11
below the holy
of Cancer, at
AII
encodings together strongly confirm the suggested construction date
in the Twelfth Dynasty ofEgypt (c.1900 BC). (Ref 13)
Discussion
in
He sailed to America to
Christopher Columbus did not discover
ofthe Atlantic by the 2nd king Sahure (c.251 0-2498 BC) of
celebrate the first
Fifth Dynasty, exactly 4,000 years earlier, in
1492-4000= 2508 Be. The
double continent of America has not been known by
whole world for 500
but for 4,500
which is nine times
in the past.

The capital
ofColumbus ofthe
ofOhio, USA, has 1.8 million inhabitants. It
is founded at 40 o N, because in 1492 Columbus celebrated the discovery of the two
Sahura, exactly 4,000 years earlier, in
southern Atlantic Crossings by the 2nd
1492-4000= 2508 Be. The complementary latitude of 90-40= 50 0 N confirms he was a
of
Fifth Dynasty. These
also eelebrate the diseovery of America via
5th king Menkaure
the southern Aleutian islands, at c.50oN,
earlier, by
(Mycerinos,
BC) ofthe Fourth Dynasty.
Both Cahokia near St. Louis, and Washington D.e. (5.5 million inhabitants, 1.0 Moira
east ofit)), were founded at 39°N, because ofthe diseovery of America by the 5th king
Menkaure via the southern Aleutian islands, at
51°N.
cities also
brate the discovery of the Return Route across
Atlantic, with the wind and the cur
from Newfoundland to the West Azores, at the same latitude of39°N, which hap
Fifth Dynasty. The huge building of the Pentagon (with
equal sides
pened in
and angles) near Washington D.e., was built at this latitude for the same reason. - The
Fifth Dynasty, when all the Crossings of
USA is a union of 50 States in honor of
the Atlantic were discovered.
capital of
China, is founded at 40 0 N, and the Great Wall of China starts
and ends at
important latitude, in honor
the Fourth Dynasty. The eomplemen
Menkaure of
tary latitude of 90-40= 50 0 N shows it was the 5th
brought law and order, and
eivilization to the people of
Megalithic Culture ofEurope possessed two major religious centers, an old one on
island of Malta, at 36°N, and a later one in the
Valley, Ireland, at 90-36=
Both centers deal with the spreading of the Sun religion over the planet Earth,
a eireumference of Moiras, or
eircumference of the
40,000 km. This round number offive figures is in honor ofthe 5th king Menkaure of
the Fourth Dynasty, who discovered America.
Unas was the last king
the Fifth Dynasty.
is espeeially famous for the pyramid
texts in his burial ehamber, the oldest of their kind. It is highly probable, that these
mysterious texts and
many stars on the ceilings refer to
Comet Catastrophe,
which ended the Fifth Dynasty. These stars and pyramid texts were present in almost
all pyramids ofthe next, Sixth Dynasty (e.2370-2I89 BC), which was the last one
the Old Kingdom.
(ofthe
Dynasty) means "death".
In many cultures on Earth the number
the language of the Maya civilization (e.2000 BC to 900 AD) the 6th day was ealled
"Cirni",
"death". In the later
Culture (e.I
1520 AD) the 6th day was
ealled "Miquiztli", meaning "death", too. you are "siek" (compare with "Six"), you
lives on in words like "to test", "testimony",
an
name ofking
Dynasty are 54°, encoding the
and "testament". The slopes ofall Pyramids ofthe
nOT''''''',,,,,,(,,,,,, of
of the Biblical Food, 54%. The eomplementary
of
36° shows it was a worldwide Disaster, beeause the circumference the Earth is 360
Moiras, or 360°. (Refs.34,42)

The Greek word of "hexa" means "six" (of the Sixth Dynasty). Note, that a "hex" is a
witch, who brings evil. When she sits on a broomstick and flies through the air, she
resembles a Comet Dringing Catastrophe.
The center of the Roman Catholic Church pretends to be the Head of Spirituality. It is
founded in the Vatican in Rome, the ancient capital of Italy, at 42°N. The Vatican is
located 42-36= 6° above the Strait of Gibraltar, referring to the Sixth Dynasty at the
end ofthe Old Kingdom. The latitude of Gibraltar, at 36°N, symbolizes the time peri
ode after the Comet Catastrophe, when the whole World was discovered (36 Moiras=
360°).
The complementary latitude of the Vatican, at 90-42= 48°N (West Brittany, France)
refers to the world population before the Biblical Flood, 4.8 million men. The comple
mentary latitude of Gibraltar, at 90-36= 54°N (West Ireland), encodes the percentage
of victims of this Disaster, 54%. Before Christianity people counted the years after the
Flood, when more than half ofthe world population perished. - However, the Vatican
is located 42-30= 12° above the Nile Delta, at 30 0 N, also illustrating its ties with the
strong, 12th Dynasty ofthe Middle Kingdom.
PS
Note, the large, circular glyph at the left side of Sentinel Rock (see Fig.1). It is an
image of the ancient crater between Brighton Island Pond and Potash Mountain, due
east of the Rock.
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